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ABSTRACT
PETER MACK SHOW
MAY 2017
PETER MACK, B.F.A., MONTSERRAT COLLEGE OF ART
M.F.A. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Jenny Vogel

My animations and videos are personal articulations and reflections of the roles in life I
assume: father, employee and artist. I have a particular interest in the seemingly mundane
interactions in life, which often becomes a starting point for me to explore larger themes
of family life, failure, and happiness. I approach these themes with humor and
playfulness. The “show-and-tell” manner of many of my narratives, working in tandem
with humor and DIY production values, gives my work the feeling of a strange children’s
educational TV show in which I play the host, while underlining the personal nature of
my work.
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CHAPTER 1
FORMATIVE
Part One: Home Movies
I grew up in south New Jersey in the 1980s. My large Catholic family (16
children between both sets of grandparents) seemed like a mythic institution to me as a
child. With so many aunts, uncles, and cousins that lived within a 20-mile radius, it felt as
if there was no need for friends.
As children in the late 1960s, my aunts and uncles made a science-fiction themed
home movie called Warning From Space.

Figures 1 + 2: Warning From Space (film stills) by The Kille Family, 1968.
Seeing this film as a child, it captured my imagination to the point where I thought my
aunts and uncles were famous. It inspired my siblings and I to create our own movies
1

with my grandfather's (then) new home movie making device: the camcorder.
My immediate family (including my older sister and brother, and younger
brother) never had our own camcorder. So when we would get the opportunity to use my
grandfather's (and later my aunt's) we took advantage of the opportunity. We would make
scripts and wear our parent’s oversized clothes for costumes and be so proud to show our
family the movies we made. These were often parodies of news/weather broadcasts, or
derivative skits based on the television programming (Sesame Street, You Can’t Do That
On Television, and Saturday Night Live) we consumed. Eventually interest waned as my
older siblings aged and had other interests.
Our last attempts at amateur movie making were with my much younger cousins
and my little brother when I was nearing high school age. As I was the oldest of us, and
perhaps the most enthusiastic, I took on the role of “director” in our projects. On the
whole, these were "action/adventure" movies with absurd humor and sight gags (inspired
by Monty Python films) thrown in. In an attempt at making these more “film-like”
endeavors, we attempted more “advanced” production techniques. We utilized in-camera
tricks (rudimentary stop-motion) and added soundtrack by rerecording our footage off a
TV (creating a “second generation” video quality) and playing music or creating sound
effects in the background while the footage played. As well, this last batch of familyrelated home movies featured my earliest attempts at animation.
The process and results of these early attempts at a more “sophisticated” homemovie production would stay with me through the years. Ultimately, making the most
with the equipment available to me is a facet of creativity that still resonates with me.
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Part Two: Guitar
“I taught myself to play guitar. It’s incredibly easy when you understand the
science of it. The skinny strings play the high sounds, and the fat strings play the
low sounds. If you put your finger on the string farther out by the tuning end it
makes a lower sound. If you want to play fast, move your hand fast and if you
want to play slower move your hand slower. That’s all there is to it.”
-David Fair (Fair)
Inspired by the rock music I was obsessed with as a teenager, I decided to teach
myself to play guitar. With the help of the simple notation system known as “tablature”
(as opposed to “standard” notation) found in various guitar magazines and books, I was
able to hit the ground running in this endeavor. Tablature presents a clear visual guide to
what must be done to play a particular riff or chord (..so a slightly more specific version
of Mr. Fair’s approach!).

Figure 3: Smoke on the Water (tablature) by Deep Purple, 1973.
Once I learned the basics (rhythm, chords, strumming, fingerpicking) of guitar
playing, I developed confidence in my playing enough to approach any instrument
knowing that with time and effort, some proficiency could be had. Of course, this is much
easier said than done – but I have continued to insist on my skills at guitar to help guide
an intuitive approach to my music composition and improvisation. The confidence gained
from the discipline of self-teaching as a teenager substantially influenced my future
approaches to art making, be it with painting, drawing, video, or animation.
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Part Three: Tape
In tandem with learning to play guitar, I also began recording music/sound on
cassette tape. Much like the attempts to make our home-movies more substantial, with
cassette recording there was an ambition to make more than just basic “home
recordings”. The number of effects you could create with manipulated tape without
owning professional equipment fascinated me. While recording, you could alter the pitch
of the recorded sound by pressing down on the “supply” reel; slowing down the amount
of tape passing by the recording head to produce a “sped up” sound. You could cut a prerecorded piece of tape, flip it in reverse, paste it back together and you would have your
sound played backward (laughter heard in reverse is particularly interesting). Creating a
loop of pre-recorded sound was a particularly difficult effect to pull off, as it involved not
only cutting and pasting tape, but also reassembling the cassette innards in such a way
that would create the proper amount of tension for the tape to playback properly. All of
these tape manipulations involved “chance”, as there was no way for me to know what
the resulting sound would actually sound like until these operations were completed.
My heroes at the time of this experimentation were the Beatles. Their producer
George Martin helped the band experiment with their sound through the use of the studio
as an instrument. Nearly all of my experiments with cassette came from reading books
about how the Beatles and Martin would create the effects in their records. Through my
increasingly obsessive interest in the Beatles, I found further influence with the
experimental album Unfinished Music No. 1: Two Virgins (1968) by John Lennon and
Yoko Ono. I was amazed to hear this strange recording; and excited to listen to a
commercially released recording that was almost as lo-fi (and about as annoying!) as the
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experiments I was creating. I would continue finding further resources and influence
within the work of Brian Eno’s tape-based experiments/music (particularly Fripp and
Eno’s (No Pussyfooting) (1973) and Evening Star (1975) albums) as well as Steve
Reich’s early tape works It’s Gonna Rain (1965) and Come Out (1966).

Part Four: DIY
Luckily, the high school I went to was not far from the city of Columbus, OH,
which was at the time (mid-late 1990s) bursting with bands that had a strong DIY (do it
yourself) aesthetic. That "scene" reverberated into the suburbs, and was strongly felt in
my high school. Though I preferred psychedelic and art/progressive rock to the
"hardcore" punk music of my peers, the silkscreened t-shirts, photocopied zines, intimate
venues (basements, VFWs and Rec centers), and hand crafted album covers all left a
huge impression on me (not to mention the generally accepting and thoughtful folks that
made up the scene). This window into an underground culture presented a strong
alternative to the more "mainstream" music and artistic expression I was previously
exposed to. I could see in this culture parallels to the intuitive and modest approaches to
creativity I had been utilizing. I felt camaraderie within this larger culture that
championed intimate, personal, “lo-fi” (video, cassette, zines), and “amateur” means of
expression.

Summary of the Formative
"I feel so strongly that deep and simple is far more essential than shallow and
complex."
-Fred Rogers (Wagner, Benjamin and Wagner, Christofer)

5

My approach to art making is still very much informed by these early experiences.
I am practical in my work; I think about the most efficient and direct (yet visually
considered) way of presenting my thoughts and ideas. Usually, I work with (affordable)
technology/materials I have a working grasp of (as opposed to cutting edge technologies
that I don’t understand at all). The modest insights and goals in my work require modest
means. Understanding how a process works is also reflected in the content of my work,
which examines the simplest of gestures in great depth, often times to a comical effect.
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CHAPTER 2
GOOD REASONS FOR ART MAKING
Video as a Gift
My friends and I that stuck together after we graduated college started making
videos. The content was often absurd narratives or improvisations we would later edit
into “something”. Aside from these we also made videos and authored DVDs (..this was
the early 2000s), for our friends’ birthdays. The content of these DVDs would include
unflattering “outtakes” from our various videos together, montaged “tributes” to our
friends, as well as completely unique videos that we would make behind the gift
recipient’s back. The premiere of these videos was always an awesomely absurd time.
Without knowing it, those experiences proved incredibly educational for me, not only
learning the flow of video production, but also being intentional and prepared when
approaching a project.

Figure 4: Mack Family Xmas (video still) by The Mack Family, 2009.
When my wife (Rhea) and I started living together in the mid-2000s some of my
video and animation work shifted focus to family, specifically around the holidays. Given
that my family (and Rhea’s family too) is scattered across the US, video again became a
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means to a “gift”. From 2006 to 2011, we would create a video (incorporating animation
elements too) and author DVDs as gifts to family and friends. This recurring project
picked up steam when Rhea became pregnant with our daughter Edie in 2008. The yearly
project became a way for us to share our developing life together through video (through
fiction and nonfiction narratives) to our remote friends and family. After a break of five
years, we once again revisited the holiday video (this time completely animated) for
2016.
These collaborative family works could be seen in the lineage of the familyoriented works by some of my favorite artists. John and Faith Hubley’s Cockaboody is an
amazing animation that uses a candid audio recording of their preschool aged daughter’s
imaginative play and conversation as its basis. Similarly, in Al Jarnow’s Jesse: The First
Year, the artist documents his son’s first year of life, through animating still photographs
of his son inside his crib. Collected recordings of Jesse’s vocalizations from throughout
the year make up the soundtrack to the piece.

Figure 5: Jesse: The First Year (still) by Al Jarnow, 1979. Film.
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These works are so personal, yet have a universal appeal. Works like this that
embraces family, life, and art, I find incredibly inspirational.

Collaborations with Edie
and Working from a Father’s Perspective
The collaborative videos and animations I’ve created with my daughter are, in my
opinion, amongst the best work I will ever do (two of my favorites: Okay, Have A Good
Time 2009 and Record Review with Edie and Peter: “Voyage of the Acolyte” 2015). I
find parenthood a fulfilling and rich experience, and I cannot help but explore that
richness through art making in my work and in our work together. Though my continued
collaborations with Edie are largely outside the body of work I’ve presented while in
graduate school, the role and perspective I have as a parent is inseparable from many of
my works and my motivations.
Edie’s Blocks with Improvised Atmosphere Guitar is one of those pieces that take
inspiration from my experience as a father. Confronted with a bag of wooden blocks that
Edie did not play with anymore, the question arises: What do you do with this discarded
stuff? Of course a parent can hold on to the playthings of their child’s youth, but this idea
is often conflicted with the reality of running out of space to store such things. I see this
video as helping to resolve that question by making a record of those objects and
memories before letting them go.
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Figure 6: Edie’s Blocks with Improvised Atmosphere Guitar (still)
by Peter Mack, 2015. Video.

Collaborative Animation
With the responsibilities of parenthood and occasional stress of sustaining an
income, it is usually in isolation when I find the time to work creatively. Aside from the
sporadic opportunity to play and perform improvised music with friends, I don’t often
seek out collaboration. Fortunately, graduate school has offered me the time and
opportunity for valuable collaborations.
In recent years, my collaborations have been mostly within the animation
medium. This has manifest as stream-of-consciousness animation done in small (Eating
the Strange Kind of Foods Scenes 2015-2016) or large group settings (Don’t Look So
Sad, You’re A Quilt! 2016). In the latter, random collaborators and myself added a frame,
or frames, to a long succession of drawings for the duration of the UMass MFA
exhibition Tarantula (2016). This unpredictable work in some ways resembles an
“exquisite corpse” exercise in its disparate shifting from one “key frame” drawing to the
next. For me, this was all a welcome opportunity to get out of my studio (and “comfort
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zone”), share part of my studio practice with the public, and collaborate with artists and
non-artists alike.

Therapy
For ten years I worked at a raw foods restaurant (Organic Garden Café) in
Beverly Massachusetts. In addition to all the prepared salads and dishes I made, the
dishes I washed and put away, the notes, drawings, and ideas I scribbled down in my free
time, I took part in daily “clearings” ahead of my shifts. The activity of “clearing”
consists of stating to another employee, one-on-one, what is on your mind and what
feelings you are bringing to work with you. The listening employee spits your words
back to you in the vein of: “So I hear that you are feeling…” and so on1. Clearing is
complete when you’ve been “acknowledged” (praised for being thoughtful, bringing a
positive attitude to the workplace, etc.) by the other employee.
However “hippy-dippy” this practice seemed to me then, and now, I have found
that in many of my video works (Donuts/Music, Nature, Cleaning Edie’s Room, and
Conversations) I do something very close to this clearing process. I state what I am
feeling or what is bothering me, and in turn I am performing my own “clearings” through
playback of the video. Through the editing process and having to watch the completed
project play in public, I am confronted by my thoughts and words.

1 In

an exaggerated way, this activity could be seen akin to Richard Serra and Nancy
Holt’s Boomerang (1974) video in which Holt reacts in real time to hearing her own
words repeated back to her. A disorienting experience!
11

Figure 7: Don’t Do It (still) by Peter Mack, 2017. Video.
With this thought in mind, video can be a therapeutic medium for me. In the
video Don’t Do It, the visual focus is a frame of footage (from Nature) where I have
caught myself spitting. As the video plays out, the still zooms in closer and closer while I
discuss my dislike of the gesture/symbolism of spitting on the earth, that it is a habit that
so often I cannot help, because of allergies, congestion, etc. By creating a video about it,
and making that video public, it helps me to reconcile that habit.
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CHAPTER 3
APPROACHES TO ARTMAKING
Playfulness Part 1: Video Moments

Figure 8: Video Moments (still) by Peter Mack, 2017. Video.
I am a playful person, therefore my art should be playful as well. Though much of
my work has a strong sense of playfulness, Video Moments is an exercise in everyday
playfulness. With an old camcorder I set out to record a “take” of video everyday I was in
my studio until I ran out of videotape. However tempting it may be to “check in” on the
previous day’s recorded footage, for a durational project like this it was important that I
absolutely NOT do that. By not assessing the footage (and in fact forgetting the previous
day or week’s footage) a random collection of thoughts, images, and ideas could be
amassed. The individual takes within this work ranged from audio/visual abstractions, a
surprising number of appearances of my fruit/snacks for the day, musical interludes, and
occasional appearances by fellow graduate students and my daughter. Sometimes this
work is somber and reflective. Other times the content is absurd and humorous (at least
to me anyway). The juxtaposition of these clips in quick succession gives the work a
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herky-jerkiness that echoes the various moods, concerns, and anxieties of daily life.
Throughout this work, I am reminded of the many preoccupations (audio/visual
analogs, playful experimentation, use of voice) of Gary Hill’s innovative video work
(particularly Happenstance (part one of many parts) 1982-83 and Around & About 1980).
These works create audiovisual analogs; a visual has a corresponding spoken word or
sound, and often there is an electronic manipulation of the imagery that has some relation
to the audible element. In Hill’s Around & About, he uses a rambling spoken text with a
corresponding mundane visual. The visuals we see are cut according to the syllables of
his speech. Of this work he has said “I limited myself to images of the room, mostly
unmemorable moments of walls, furniture, and whatever else was lying around. It didn’t
really matter; it was more about change and keeping the viewer occupied while I spoke.”
(Hill 568) Though Video Moments shifts content with nearly every cut (and can be seen,
in a way, as a daily “video sketchbook”), the specific notion of keeping the viewer
engaged and working within a limited space are direct parallels between Hill’s and my
work.
When writing about Video Moments, it is important to note the specific choice to
use a camcorder for the project. With a (generally speaking) discarded/obsolete
technology like a camcorder, you can afford to not be precious with it. You can drag it
around on the floor or put it in the trash, with little worry that the equipment will break.
As well as this durability, it was also important to rely on the limitations of the
camcorder. As opposed to recording with a digital camera where one can easily review
and import footage, recording with a camcorder presents a more linear means of working.
When importing this footage to the computer, the takes are presented one after the next,
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rather than if the footage was captured with a digital camera (the takes then would be
individual files). This presents to me a connection between the takes, and keeps me from
wanting to see them individually or reconfigure them. Simply put, the takes sit in a line
one after the next, presenting a collage of ideas in chronological order. Additionally, the
project had a clear end point; the daily takes happened until there was no more tape left to
record on.

Playfulness Part 2: Dots (or “Dabs”) with Unintended Strobe Effect

Figure 9: Dots (or “Dabs”) with Unintended Strobe Effect (still)
by Peter Mack, 2016. Video.
I try to have a camera or audio recorder handy wherever I go. Many reasons for
this: inspiration or an idea can strike at any time, collecting sounds/footage for later use,
for creating an immediate artwork, etc. One work in particular, Dots (or “Dabs”) with
Unintended Strobe Effect started as an audio recording I made while traveling in my car.
Inspired by Meredith Monk’s incredible/mysterious vocal music (I was listening to Turtle
Dreams (1983) while I was driving), I decided to record my own vocal exercise on the
spot. I record a lot of song ideas or ideas in general while driving, but this recording was
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unique in that I had a clear visual idea while recording. I would recite the word “Dot”,
with increasing frequency (and eventually a slowed delivery) and later create a visual
“dot” animation to correspond with the audio.
This idea presented itself as a worthwhile experiment that, at the start, seemed cut
and dry. It was only when assembling the painted dots with the audio in a video timeline
that I realized there were two unforeseen issues. One; the audio I recorded coupled with
the painted dots created a “strobe effect” that I had not intended. And two; the painted
dots actually looked more “dab” like, than “dots”. Considering these two
problems/insights, I decided that interjecting my realization of these unforeseen problems
within the video would only make the work more intriguing. The original audiovisual
analog intention of this piece was now coupled with very relatable human mistakes.

Spontaneous
"A lot of interesting works are produced in a peculiar mental condition, which I
am sometimes griped by. Which I call "Idiot Glee". And it's this kind of um;
well I have an exact impression of the face that goes with it. It's kind of.."
- Brian Eno (Eno)

Figures 10 + 11:
Interview with Brian Eno on media and his music (stills) by Video West, 1977. Video.
When I am struck with inspiration, I try to harness the excitement I had the first
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time using the medium (video and animation in particular) when approaching it for the
thousandth time. I try to remember the notion that art making can be completely openended, without rules, and that a theme can be approached without restraint.
This enthusiasm is evident in the video Compelled to Make An Egg (2015).
I came home from dropping my daughter off at school one beautiful spring morning
compelled to make an egg (after I had already eaten breakfast), and in turn compelled to
make a video about that experience. With the limitation of an old camcorder (its battery
has long since stopped working, so it only functions if plugged into the wall) I set out to
capture that moment.

Figure 12: Compelled To Make An Egg (still) by Peter Mack, 2015. Video
Compelled is a spontaneous work. This is a project that could easily be shot down
with further consideration if one were to question the value of recording such a moment.
The confidence gained through years of approaching art that is about the moment opens
the door to the realization of a work of this ilk2. Compelled takes advantage of the
synchronicity of having the time, inspiration, and wherewithal to record an absurd

2 The daily practice of video “takes” within Video Moments utilizes this directness and spontaneity

throughout its duration.
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moment of inspiration/excitement.

Observations/Forum
The observations on life I make in my art are often very simple and (hopefully to
some degree) universal thoughts and questions: What do I/you think about: social
constructs (Conversations 2016), mundane/domestic life (Cleaning Edie’s Room 2016),
approaches to art/music-making (Donuts/Music 2015), nature (Nature), and so on. The
forum of the video allows me to articulate those thoughts and questions clearly.
Within the video piece Nature I relate to the viewer my thoughts on the subject of
nature. This work consists of several “long takes” of myself out in a snowy, wooded
landscape. In most shots, I appear at a distance from the viewer and slowly make my way
to the camera. When I have wrapped up my thought, the camera angle shifts (sometimes
in tandem with me saying “Let's go walk over there”, etc.) and again I am far from the
camera and make the trip towards the camera with another thought. It’s debatable how
much the content of what I’m articulating could be of value to the viewer (and within the
video, I allude to that thought), yet the aspect of creating a somewhat mysterious and
considered forum to present my thoughts is what I find interesting. I am curious how the
manipulation of the video medium can capture our attention regardless of the content.
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Figure 13: Nature (still) by Peter Mack, 2017. Video.

An Amateur Approach to Educational Videos

Figure 14: Playing My Favorite Shapes (still) by Peter Mack, 2015. Video/animation.
As mentioned above, the process of learning to play guitar through the use of
tablature was a fruitful experience. Through that self-education, I learned that I was a
visual learner. Occasionally I work with these potentially educational visual ideas in
mind, particularly in my guitar-related pieces (Playing My Favorite Shapes and Red +
Blue). In a clear visual style, I animate paper circles on a guitar neck, edited together with
the actual playing of the corresponding notes. These works function in a few ways, but
19

I’ll speak to two specific goals of these works. First, through the random selection of
frames of the various chords or single notes, these works end up generating “music” that I
would not have otherwise come up with. Second, this is a visual way of saying to the
viewer: “This is what you need to do to make this sound” or “It can be as simple as this
looks.”
I realize this simplifies education quite a bit. I’d like to think it is “as easy as this
looks” – but admittedly, it does take additional work to figure these things out. From the
perspective of “professional amateur” in about anything I do, I look for teachable or
relatable moments and often times these are visual. The animation Alphabet speaks to an
idea of language and education, through the visualization and verbalization of the English
alphabet. But perhaps it has more in common with notions of a daydreaming student
sitting in a classroom; seeing the letters through a “system,” rather than “teaching” all
that much.

Generative Experimentation/Not Thinking
Experimenting in all aspects of art making (materials, content, approach) is
something I probably do too much of. One area of experimentation I retreat to regularly is
what I refer to as “not thinking” work. This is an approach often taken after working on
the more exhausting intentional and personal artwork I create. A stack of 8 ½ x 11 inch
paper, markers, and music to listen to is usually where I go when I’ve over-thought an
idea, spent too long on a project, or when I need distance from a completed work.
Sometimes the exploratory art ends up being considered and reevaluated for
future use, which can be helpful in validating such an approach to art making. This was
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the case with the animation Depressed Animation, which contains a narration that
explains the process of working through personal “stuff” through “not thinking” art
making (in this case, it is the creation and alteration of 54 casually drawn frames of
simple compositions). Directly related to Depressed Animation is the animation Not
Thinking. This work takes as its basis the completed drawings from Depressed Animation
and expands on them, creating smooth movement between the frames and altering the
concept entirely into a synchronized audio/visual experience.
In the animation B43M40 (title taken from the two different buses I would take on
my commute) again this “not thinking” approach to art making was utilized as a means to
give myself something to do on my daily bus rides to and from Umass. The idea I had
going in was simple; bring a stack of index cards on the bus and draw from imagination,
observation, anything, and animate the frames later. I decided that the animation would
“flow”, so there is an order to the frames, and in no time I had generated an idea for a
project beyond the “not thinking” approach.

Figure 15: B43M40 (still) by Peter Mack, 2017. Video/animation.
As this project continued, decisions were made that would play up the theme of
travel that was already inherent in the process (shakily drawn lines) and drawings
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(occasional drawings of buses and commuters). Through the continued activity of
drawing animation frames on the bus, the work became something more than just a
means to stay busy. I now considered creating a soundtrack of recordings made on the
bus to play along with the frames. So I occasionally recorded ambient bus sounds on my
commute. Then I decided if I really wanted to make this into a more considered artwork
I should photograph the frames ON the bus, since the drawings were already attached to
that experience. This work began without much thought, and along the way became as
considered as any “planned” work I produce.

Failures and Compilations
I (generally) attempt to see the positives in any given scenario in life. I try to
bring that approach to my work as well. When a work isn’t “happening”, half the time I
let the work sit and I take time away from it (I usually have enough ideas going that it is
easy enough to switch gears from one project to the next). Amazingly, time and
detachment from a piece can allow you to see the work with fresh eyes, and perhaps the
work could be resumed, rethought, or tinkered into completion without the baggage of
the initial letdowns of the project (of course, sometimes the work is still a piece of crap
that can never be helped).
“Failures” happen often when I approach the animation medium. Because
animation is often a laborious and anti-spontaneous medium, if a project is rushed into
too quickly it can falter and fall through. These works usually end up in compilations of
“failed” or “test” pieces (like Leftover, Unused, and Test Footage 2015). As well, video
pieces too can also lose their way. Often this happens because of technical issues, but
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also because the content ends up being too personal to share.
I have hope in the compilation format to resolve some of these unfinished works.
By juxtaposing incomplete ideas, test footage, and personal content, a broad picture of
the thoughts and ideas entangled in the human experience can be had. By taking these
individual pieces out of their original singular context, they join a larger conversation and
become a whole that is potentially greater than the sum of its parts.
When compiling the various video and animations for the large projection at
PETER MACK SHOW, I am reminded of the artist William Wegman's early video
"reels". Wegman’s early video reels are vignettes of: commercial parodies (Massage
Chair), sight gags (Muscles), manipulation of viewer expectations (Falling Milk), and the
anthropomorphizing of objects (Randy’s Sick). About these reels, Wegman has said, “I
was interested in expanding the range of subject matter in my work; to deal with things
that really meant something to me, the kinds of things you tend to catch yourself thinking
about whether you’re supposed to or not. Video was ideal for that.” (Wegman 25). By
having this variety of disparate work play in a “reel”, the viewer could be compelled to
take in the whole picture and the variety of the artist’s interests rather than singling out
individual pieces.
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CHAPTER 4
THOUGHTS ON INSTALLATION OF PETER MACK SHOW
Presenting my work in a solo exhibition environment is something I have never
had to do before. I am excited about this opportunity, but of course it brings all sorts of
considerations that I, generally, never have to consider in my work as what I do namely
exists: online, on a monitor amongst other artist’s work, or programmed within a
screening. So thinking of how my work is best presented to a gallery audience becomes a
large consideration. Is the gallery space, like much of the art, treated with playfulness?
As pointed out by many faculty during grad reviews, it seemed my
introduction/disclaimers/thoughts before and after presenting work was an interesting
addition to the work itself; can that be brought into the exhibition environment? What
about the substantial amount of paper that make up these animations; is that material
worth presenting?
Working at the Student Union Art Gallery for the two week (February-March
2016) duration of the collaborative animation project Don’t Look So Sad, You’re A Quilt!
gave me a good feeling when considering this space as a potential thesis show gallery.
Situated in a central location on campus, I was able to witness (and interact with) the
wide variety of students, faculty, and greater public that the gallery received. Bringing
my work to this audience, I could possibly find some consensus on questions: Does my
work resonate beyond “art” audiences? Does the work fit within the “fringes” of popular
culture like many of my interests and influences? I’m not sure how much of that will be
answered by my exhibition, but given that the gallery is accessible to the general public
(and close proximity to my studio, allowing a regular “check in” on the show) there will
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be opportunities to gain some insight.
I’ve taken the suggestions of faculty and peers to heart regarding possible
installation/exhibition ideas. From what I have gleaned from their perspective is that the
work is approachable. So, the environment for my work should be approachable as well;
accommodating and fun for the viewer to engage with. In front of the large projection of
video and animation work will be a 20’ x 20’ high-pile rug (green) area, with two
beanbag chairs (blue), and four large throw pillows (orange and grey). The colorful
schemes of those elements echo the colorful/playful aspects of my work. I am hopeful
this area will be manipulated (move pillows, beanbag chairs) according to the comfort of
those willing to invest the time in the space/projected work.
Within the large projection, I play "host" in-between the various video and
animations works. In these segments I am able to speak directly to the viewer about the
work they are about to see, not unlike the host of a variety or children's show. Sometimes
these comments are disclaimers, other times they barely reflect on the work ahead (as
often the works explain what they are as they go!).
My animation projects produce stacks of drawings. With this exhibition I am
finally considering that substantial material and how it looks to place that in a gallery
context. In the past, these drawings served the purposes of the intentions of the
animation. Just like the practicality of moving from painting on large canvases to small
paintings on recycled cardboard, the great number of animation frames from a given
project are subject to a process of saving the essential frames, and recycling the
remainder (through the city’s recycling, or actually repurposing the frame as
stationary/packing supplies!). The opportunity is here in my thesis exhibition to reassess
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those frames; do they collectively (as a stack, or series of stacks displayed on shelves)
become an object of interest? Can the viewer interact with these pieces in a tactile way?
Do the animations themselves become more substantial when the process/artifact is on
display?3
The evidence of my hand (rather than computer aided) in the work has not been
lost on the general public; I am pleased about this! It is a relief that my handwritten text, I
have been told, adds to the work as well. It has taken years to get my print to a place that
visually pleases me (I’ve even made a “failed” video about this very issue!)! Titles and
credits are essential to my videos and animations, so I often use either composited or
direct handwritten text in these (rather than a font). So, for me, it makes sense to bring
that hand into my show via painting show titles and wall “labels” directly on the wall.
There is a directness here that reflects my DIY influence.
Lastly, through the postcard for my exhibition I have returned to the idea of art as
a “gift”. The postcard for my exhibition is not one individual still image; each card is a
hand-drawn frame in an animation. The content of that 200-frame animation takes
imagery from works within my exhibit as its source; essentially the animation acts a
commercial for PETER MACK SHOW4. These frames were drawn on the front of the
postcard, the back reveals the show details as well as a link to where the animation can be
viewed online. Also, a link is included that points viewers to downloadable sound/music
tracks related to the show.

3 Through

my own acquisition of original cels by the independent/Sesame Street animator
Sally Cruikshank, I have considered this admiration of the animation artifact.
4 As well, this animation will act as a welcome/title screen to gallery visitors.
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Figure 16: PETER MACK SHOW POSTCARD (still) 2017
All this is in an effort to give to the viewer: peripheral materials, an original piece of art,
as well as information about the show.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
From my earliest experience of making videos, the process has always been a
shared effort to capture a moment, to create an experience or to give something as a
present. Most of the time we were artist and audience at the same time. The process of
making the videos deemed equally important and memorable as the final outcome. I am
trying to communicate a sense of this process in the physical installation of the
exhibition, by giving the audience an insight into the making of the animation. Given that
this was my first substantial attempt at putting my work on display, I expected there to be
unforeseen issues, as well as various parts of the show being more successful than others.
To my delight, the installation of PETER MACK SHOW was an incredibly fruitful and
rewarding experience that will alter the way I display my work in the future.
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